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Minutes of February 7, 2008 Task Force Meeting
MIDCOAST BYPASS TASK FORCE MEETING REPORT February 7, 2008 6:30-8:30 pm 1st
Congregational Church Attending: Bob Faunce, Lincoln County; Amanda Russell, Edgecomb;
Dave Bertran, Westport; Ross Edwards, Boothbay; Tom Woodin, Boothbay Harbor; Pat Hudson,
Newcastle; Tom Eichler, Sheepscot Valley Conservation Association; Arthur Faucher (meeting
conflict; arrived late), Wiscasset; Don Jones, Wiscasset; Barry Johnston, Edgecomb; Ed
Hanscom, MaineDOT; Dale Doughty, MaineDOT; Carol Morris, Morris Communications; Mark
Hasselmann, FHWA. The meeting began at 6:32 pm. Introduction Carol Morris announced that
the primary agenda item would be a presentation and discussion of the traffic diversion
analysis contained in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Wiscasset Route 1
Corridor Study, and turned the meeting over to Ed Hanscomb. Traffic Diversion analysis
(PowerPoint presentation also available soon: click here) Don Jones: Can we ask questions
during the presentation? Ed Hanscom: Just clarifying questions, please. Ed Hanscomb: Traffic
assignment is a transportation-planning tool used to estimate the amount of traffic in a road
network. We don’t know immediately what the impact of a new road will have on the network.
The first step is to develop a trip table, which is a spreadsheet that indicates how many trips
go through the study area, from origin to destination. A network is made up of links: segments
of the network that have a specific length, speed and capacity. Nodes are where segments
meet. This network (shown on the slide) has six roads ad three nodes (intersections). Ed: The
trip table (shown on the slide) is in gray between the origin zones and the destination zones.
The column in orange is the total of all trip origins. The green row represents destinations. The
table shows cars entering and exiting the system and it shows the total number of trips in the
matrix. Ed: There are a several different methods of traffic assignment. One is All-or-nothing;
others are Incremental Capacity Restraint and Equilibrium Capacity Restraint. The key to all is
that every link has a capacity so you can’t put more cars on a link than capacity allows. Ed: In
All-or-nothing, all trips between the origin and destination are loaded onto the same route.
When there is no congestion, this is the shortest quickest route. The downside is that this is
less realistic than other methods, especially with a congested network. A network with All-ornothing works best is when there are no other routes to choose from. Adding additional links
adds different choices for the traveler. Every link has a capacity, which is the maximum
number of vehicles a link can have. When traffic is loaded up to a link, speed decreases and so
travel time increases. More cars means less ability to travel the speed you wish. Traffic slows
as traffic volume increases on each link. Travel time on the route increases. Many travelers
prefer the shortest travel time when driving to business appointments, time drives travel. Ed:
In Incremental Capacity Restraint, you load traffic onto the network in increments – or layers of traffic. Look at the chart to see what happens to travel times in the network. When there is
no traffic on the road, after the first trip is loaded, traffic may slow up some. We tend to add
large increments into the model first, and then as the network gets nearer capacity, we add
smaller, finer increments. Everything changes as the layers are added. We then look at the
shortest route and we will find that the shortest trip might be another, longer route due to the
traffic loading. Task Force member: If a driver makes a judgment that the shorter route and
another route are both loaded and will take a lot of time, then what? Ed: That gets into
equilibrium. Task Force member: How does the driver decide? Ed: You are getting to the flaws
in this model, so this is the reason why we don’t use it. Ed: The number of trips on a link
influence the speed and travel time. Equilibrium is reached even when some travelers don’t
consider travel time. Other reasons for choosing a route include following route numbers for

navigation, or preferring scenic routes. On the network shown, in trips between F and A the
equilibrium is a balancing act. There are two competitive routes. Task Force member: What
about distances? Ed: Yes, people do figure in distance but not always travel time. For example,
city people think in terms of time because of the amount of congestion they deal with – the
travel time varies over the same distance depending on the time of day. In northern Maine,
people tend to talk in terms of miles because there is no congestion. There is lots of congestion
in Wiscasset. The equilibrium assignment is to fine-tune the estimate for those trips where
there is a competitive choice. Route 1 traffic headed toward Boothbay and the reverse are 80%
of river crossing trips, which is big part of the puzzle. Eighty percent of traffic coming from
Route 1 is crossing the river and going beyond Route 27, or they are going south on the
Boothbay peninsula. Ed: Let’s do an exercise to see how an equilibrium assignment works with
people’s preference. On the board there are four types of travelers and two routes between
destinations A and B. The route is the same length and the same travel time for both routes
when there is no congestion and also when there is congestion. When the first car gets on each
road, travel times are the same. One traveler, “P”, travels the westerly route because there is
a park along this route and they like the scenery. Traveler “R” likes to stay on same route
number when traveling, for navigation reasons, so they choose the easterly route. For traveler
“T”, travel time is what is important, so he or she will always choose the quickest route.
Traveler “V” like architecture, so they like to see the historic buildings on the village located
on the easterly route. So if there are 10 people, how many choose the scenic route. (The group
answered “1”.) How many choose to travel according to the route number? (Group: 1). How
many are driven by travel time? (The group said “7”.) That leaves one for traveling through the
village. In general, park people always choose P, Route number people always choose the route
number, and village number is fixed as well. Travel time people know there is more traffic on
this route, so they go the other way. Task Force member: Isn’t the entire decision making done
at point A? Ed: You can’t make that judgment at that point, but you don’t always choose the
right (quickest) route, so they draw on their experience. Task Force member: Residents and
tourists make different decisions, but residents decide what to do based on the tourists. Ed:
We have five units of traffic here and five units here so we have equilibrium. Leaf peeping
season changes it around but it will still end up with equilibrium. Carol: Are you saying that
locals will have a sense of knowledge of where people are going to be? Ed: Sure, around here
people have certain routes they go in winter, but in summer they know its more congested so
they will use the back road Tom Woodin: I’m not sure that really works, 50/50 with variables
changing on daily basis. Don: What are the variables? Ed: In summertime, you might have more
of the “route number” and “park” types, who take a road that isn’t the fastest. Locals find a
road with a shorter travel time, where tourists stay on the main roads. Dave Bertram: Can you
influence this with how you designate roads? Ed: Yes, you can designate business route, versus
a through path. Dave: It doesn’t matter where you put a bypass, if you put three lights in
downtown, everyone will take the bypass. Ed: Yes, if you had a longer route with faster speeds
then there will be equilibrium. Dave: What about GPS navigation? How is that factored in? Ed:
It wasn’t, and it will give tourists local knowledge that they wouldn’t normally have. Ed: Daily
models are based on the trip table for a full day’s traffic. The Wiscasset study is an equilibrium
assignment for each hour of the day. It gives us a better estimate of 24-hour volume. We get
the whole picture and we can do a seasonal analysis as well. This is a curve for each of the
alternative bypass routes, we have put only three in the diagram: the existing route and the
nearest and farthest bypass routes. The X-axis is travel time; Y-axis is volume in vehicles per
hour. There are 1,900 VPH (vehicles per hour) on the existing route. We are showing extremes,
which is more useful as an illustration. Each route has a different starting point on the axis

when there is no traffic. The existing route through the village has a flatter slope on the graph
because it has friction, with driveways, intersections, trees, buildings, pedestrian and traffic
crossing, parking, etc. Because of those items that cause friction, the traffic time (travel time)
increases more quickly. The bypass routes are controlled access. No driveways, 8-ft. shoulders,
travel lanes, less sharp curves, etc. This gives them a steeper slope on the graph, meaning
travel time doesn’t change much for first few people who use it. Until you get 2/3 of capacity
on a controlled access road like this, traffic will still go very fast. The bypass is two lanes, one
lane each way, so drivers can’t pass much as volume goes up. Dave: The Davey Bridge line
starts at five and maxes out at 1,900 cars, which is 11.5 minutes of travel time? What am I
reading? Ed: This is the travel time to get through the study area. From here to here is an 11minute trip, even with 1,800 vehicles in an hour’s time. Tom Woodin: These are constructed as
all being independent at this point. If you know there are 1,000 cars you can go up and find the
average travel time between two routes. Ed: Stop lights will change traffic times by a minute
maybe and shift the lines, therefore they will increase the amount of traffic diverted Carol: So
this is the best and worst case scenarios in terms of the traffic diversion on the bypass routes but they don’t look that far apart Ed: At 2,000 cars an hour it will be close to 6 minutes to get
through the study area, and it will be evenly split. The N8c route is more competitive - at least
it has a slight time advantage over the other bypass routes for the people who depend on
travel time. Some through-traffic will use the existing village route and others won’t. Bob
Faunce: Assuming 1,000 vehicle trips, how many will go on the Davey Bridge and how many on
N8c? Ed: You only start using the bypass due to friction, but tonight, when there’s no traffic,
you would use the bridge. People who are concerned about travel time will take the bypass.
Travel time will be about the same with no traffic, but bypass drivers will travel at 50 mph and
bridge drivers closer to 30 mph. Task Force member: At the 1,000 volume, what’s the split
between Davey and the two bypass routes shown? Ed: It will be something like 800 on the
existing route and 200 on the bypass. Ed: There are also different methods we can use to affect
the diversion. Route signing will cause travelers to use a different route. This is more for
people who are unfamiliar with the roads. As travelers become more familiar, they will use a
shorter route. An example in Maine: When the I-95 and I-295 route numbers changed. The route
through Brunswick is faster in time, cheaper in tolls and shorter in miles. But we found that
when we changed the route that goes through Lewiston to I-95, 2,000 cars a day shifted over
from using the Brunswick route (now I-295) just because they wanted to stay with the same
route number. But over time, the shift erodes. The effects can be temporary. Ed: Another
method is traffic calming. Traffic calming slows vehicles down and increases travel time,
keeping the traffic from going too fast or too slow. This can be affected by traffic signals,
angled parking, etc. These all increase travel time, which will change equilibrium. It will have
a permanent effect on route choice. If the signals are there, they slow traffic down. Don Jones:
Wiscasset has been under the impression that we will get some traffic calming after the
bypass, but to do it now it will worsen the congestion. Ed: Traffic calming wouldn’t affect the
numbers for the route alternatives. Task Force member: Yes they would, but proportionately?
Task Force member: It would shift the village curve. It would shift the physical characteristics
of the curve. Ed: Yes, it would flatten the village curve, which would shift traffic away from
village onto the bypass. Don: You haven’t mentioned intermittent delays such as train passings,
left turns, or pedestrians. (On discussion, it was agreed that right now, trains do not happen
often.) Dave: Things need to be slowed down in town. People talk about congestion, but the
danger when there is no congestion is worse. People go too fast through the village and over
the bridge, it is hard to see and dangerous to pull out. It needs to be addressed. Don: During
the least busy times is when traffic goes fastest through village, which is a difficult time to get

out of side streets because of limited sight distance. Assuming we build a bypass, we need to
ensure there are traffic-calming measures. Dale: A component of all this could be building
impedances that turn Main St. into a walkable Main St. Carol: The upcoming Gateway 1 Scenic
Assessment of the corridor recommends a median in middle of Main St. to make it more
pedestrian-friendly. It all depends on what the town wants Main St. to look like. Bob Faunce:
The analysis looks like it is for passenger vehicles only. What about trucks? I’m assuming that
all trucks will use the bypass. How do you account for that or is it anecdotal? Ed: It is not
explicitly accounted for. Some of those trucks may be driven by the kind of person who goes by
route number, although they are accountable for that 80%. You can consider making the bypass
a truck route. Dale: We need to think about what downtown vs. the bypass ought to be like.
The model is equilibrium-based. But trucks are not good for a downtown area and trucks don’t
like downtowns either. Don: I would like to get a tentative commitment that whatever route is
chosen, DOT will restrict trucks from the downtown. Dale: When the bypass route is chosen, it
becomes the state road, but both can remain state highways. Art (Arthur Faucher, Wiscasset
town manager) would petition for the DOT to restrict trucks on the village section. This can
happen as long as there are competing routes. Carol: Has it ever happened that a town has
taken on a state road? Dale: It is unusual, but it happens. Don: The Wiscasset Transportation
Committee has recommended that Federal Street become a town way from the Rte 218
interchange to Main Street in order to restrict trucks. Dale: That could be possible and is
something we can look at. General Discussion Don: How do you arrive at the shape of curves
and data behind the curves? Ed: The curves were developed using Federal Highway
Administration methodology for evaluating transportation investments. There are curves for
freeways and arterials and this one would be close to a rural controlled access curve - not as
vertical as a freeway. These are used to estimate speeds on roads; there is a mile difference
between N8c and N2h. That makes a dramatic difference in a study. We are dealing with 80% of
the traffic being influenced from point A to point B. Traffic crossing the river is affected. Daily
numbers show N8c very competitive at low volume hours as well as high volume hours, N2h,
shows not as much diversion at low volume hours as peak hours such as 4-5 pm. The difference
between N8c is not as great. Because the two alternatives are the same type of road, the same
curve is used for both. That’s why the two have the same shape. Dave: If the village route took
a minute longer, then either of the two routes would be more attractive to a driver - the
difference wouldn’t be that great. Bob: How important is the difference, 1,200 VPH, one is 23
seconds longer? Dale: That’s a judgment thing. We have to balance the good and the bad - if
the average traveler loses a minute or two or five, what might that mean for user cost, what is
the economic context. Then, take the same minute and what that might mean for the carbon
discharge. It is all a societal value judgment. Ed: In the DEIS, there is some mobility benefit
information. All the alternatives are going to benefit the village route in terms of avoided
backup and congestion. All alternatives take care of the backup, a million vehicle hours per
year. The bulk of the benefit is the same for all alternatives. The longer alternatives will force
vehicles to use more gas. Dale: We can look at Chapter 4 in the DEIS, along with air quality
issues next time. It’s the accumulative over a very long time that is important, other than the
small increment. Don: The use of the term free flow travel. I don’t think the there will be free
flow traffic at any time downtown. Ed: Free flow travel time means when there is no other
traffic out there. In the wee hours of the morning, for example. Don: Where there is a train or
a pedestrian, this is going to interfere with the term “free flowing” traffic… I have a postulate.
I believe that the uncertainty of the traffic situation on Main St. will tend to drive people to
the certainty of the bypass. I postulate that some drivers would be willing to risk the possible
delays of going through the village instead of remaining on the bypass, IF the theoretical

benefit in time saved exceeds two minutes. Ed: The curves and shapes are based on empirical
data. We measure speed by moving with the flow of traffic along a route, with a passenger
recording the time at checkpoints to measure speed. We average this together for an average
travel time based on the type of road. Speed adjustment factors aren’t tested along the actual
route. Don: How can we be sure the set of speed adjustment factors closely represent the
conditions in Wiscasset? Ed: They are from information taken in a location similar to Wiscasset,
a 25 mph village setting. Don: The hill is significant and there is a combination of many things
that are unique and different, including the S-curve, the post office, left-turning traffic. Plus,
there is the new right-hand turn south of town. That’s why I’m questioning the set of speed
adjustments as to whether or not it fits for Wiscasset. We should use field data from Wiscasset.
If we don’t, I think the model cannot be perceived to be accurate. Amanda Russell: I don’t
think the fact that Wiscasset has too many pedestrians for traffic to flow smoothly is all that
different from other places with traffic problems in the United States. Ross Edwards: I don’t
think we need to be that accurate. Carol: If the Task Force would like, Don can have a one-onone meeting at DOT to go into this level of detail. That depends on what you want to do. Do
you want to continue this topic at the next meeting? (There was group discussion and general
agreement that the Task Force should continue the discussion as a group at the February 21
meeting.) Carol: Okay. So what do you want DOT to bring to the next meeting – what will be
our topic of discussion? Dave: We should see another set of curves assuming some traffic
calming in the village. If we take add the following things (traffic light, other traffic calming),
how would that affect the curve? Dale: Yes, we will do that, and also include taking the truck
traffic out of the village. We will also bring the information on air quality I mentioned earlier.
Carol: So we will continue this topic for next meeting with more curves that reflect traffic
calming and truck diversion, air quality information, and another Q&A session. Public Comment
Member of the public: I live on Federal St. in Wiscasset? If there is a bypass, will there be a
four corners coming off the bypass on that road? Dale: Right now there are no intersections,
but if there were any they would not be four corners but an overpass. However, that
conversation (on intersections) will start either at the next meeting on Feb. 21 or the one
after. Carol: You are welcome to attend. The meeting ended at 8:38 pm.

